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Statesboro, Ga. – The Georgia Southern women's tennis team competed in its second fall tournament at Mercer in the Mercer Gridiron Classic this past weekend. The three Eagles to compete this weekend were Ella Monsey, Nicole Gilner and Paige Christian. Monsey and Gilner played together in the doubles draw of the tournament. Nicole Gilner would go on to win the consolation bracket.

Also competing in the tournament were Mercer, Florida Southern, Alabama State, Georgia State, Middle Georgia, Florida A&M, Savannah State and Emory.

**SINGLES RESULTS:**
**Ella Monsey**
Qualifying, BYE
Quarterfinals, Monsey def. Ashley (Middle Georgia) 6-0, 6-2
Semifinals, Monsey def. Peteu (Mercer) 6-2, 6-4
Finals, Sovic (Mercer) def. Monsey 5-7, 6-4, 10-7

**Nicole Gilner**
Qualifying, Demeo (Emory) def. Gilner 6-2, 6-0
Consolation Quarterfinals, Gilner def. Cesarini (Mercer) 7-5, 3-6, 10-8
Consolation Semifinals, Gilner def. Cocoma (Middle Georgia) 6-0, 6-0
Consolation Finals, Gilner def. Clayton (Florida A&M) 7-5, 6-2

**Paige Christian**
Qualifying, Christian def. Robinson (Florida A&M) 6-2, 4-6, 10-2
Quarterfinals, Korta (Mercer) def. Christian 6-1, 6-2
Consolation, Christian def. Golynker (Georgia St.) 6-2, 7-6

**DOUBLES RESULTS:**

**Monsey/Gilner**
Qualifying, Monsey/Gilner def. Lochu/Kateb (Savannah St.) 6-4
Quarterfinals, Lopez/Satterfield (Emory) def. Monsey/Gilner 6-2
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